
   from one to another...
for violin, viola, violoncello, vibraphone and piano
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Performance Instructions:

1. Begin with 10 seconds of silence.

2. Agree beforehand on a pitch to begin on between C6-F6.

3. Start on this pitch using long sustained tones of around 5-10 seconds each (unless using shorter 

      techniques indicated below) entering and exiting at your discretion. 

4. Gradually descend in pitch by intervals of either a minor second, major second or minor third. You 

      may change up to once per each sustained tone (but are also allowed to not change).

5. Attempt to begin by matching pitches already being sustained by other performers before changing 

       in pitch. Also consider how you relate with other performers timbre and articulation.

6. Use variations and combinations of the techniques indicated below for each instrument to give 

       shape to each sustained pitch.

7. The aim should be to create a sustained, slowly morphing and descending texture, however moments 

       of silence may happen naturally. 

8. Strings should begin sustained pitches as imperceptibly as possible, also finishing in the same manner.

9. The piece ends with all players sustaining Ab3, finishing one by one, until the last player stops.

josiah carr

Overall dynamic range of piece:

violin, viola, violoncello

-  changes in bow position from molto sul pont. to molto sul tasto.

-  use of both artificial and natural harmonics where possible (sounding at pitch in line with 

    instructions 2-4 above)

-  use of tremolo (both short, and longer figures)

-  use of harmonic trills that achieve an alternation between the same pitch

-  jeté/richochet attacks to notes

vibraphone

-  use of a bow

-  rolled notes

-  sharp attacks to notes

-  regularly pulsed notes (varying speeds each time)

-  soft "morse-code like" repetitions of a single pitch

-  sharp attacks to a sustained note

-  staccato notes

-  regularly pulsed notes (varying speeds each time)

piano
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